
___________________’s  

Memoir Packet 
 

 

 

 

 

In 6th grade, you wrote a personal narrative. It described a single event in your life that was 
important to you. In 7th grade, you will write a memoir. It will include a series of events, or a larger 
chunk of time in your life that was meaningful to you.  
 
 

Characteristics of a Memoir 
-It focuses and reflects on the relationship between the writer and  

-a particular person, place, animal, or object.  
-It explains the significance of the relationship.  

-It is limited to a particular phase, time period, place,  
-It maintains a first person point of view. 



When I Was Your Age Mentor Texts 
Ways that good readers ‘read’.  
1. Listen to/read the story. 2. Make connections 3. Read to analyze 

Everything Will Be Okay- James Howe 
1st read: Big Ideas Connections 2nd Read: Analysis 

 
-Whose perspective? 
 
-Who do they have a relationship with? 
 
-What happens? 
 
-Where does the story take place? 
 
-How do they describe the setting? 
 
-What is the conflict? 
 
-How is it resolved? 
 
-What is the lesson of the story? 

Flying- Reeve Lindegergh 
1st read: Big Ideas Connections 2nd Read: Analysis 

-Whose perspective? 
 
-Who do they have a relationship with? 
 
-What happens? 
 
-Where does the story take place? 
 
-How do they describe the setting? 
 
-What is the conflict? 
 
-How is it resolved? 
 
-What is the lesson of the story? 



Characteristics of a Memoir 

Story Elements 
Setting: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Word Bank: 
 
 

 

Characters: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Word Bank: 
 
 

 

Problem:: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Word Bank: 
 
 

 

Events: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Word Bank: 
 
 

 

Solution:: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Word Bank: 
 
 
 
Theme:: ___________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Word Bank: 
 
 



 

Themes:  
What are some frequently used themes in a story?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start to brainstorm some ‘important lessons’ to you. What are some life lessons that you have learned that have 
shaped you to be the person that you are today?  

 

 
Pick 3 of those lessons. Describe a few events that have taught you those lessons  

Lesson 1:  Lesson 2: Lesson 3:  

●  
 
 
 
 

●  
 
 
 
 

●  

●  
 
 
 
 

●  
 
 
 
 

●  
 

●  
 
 
 
 

●  
 
 
 
 

●  
 

 
 



“Grading Memoirs” 
Below you will see memoir writing samples from a wide range of age groups. Your job is to analyze the writing and 
decide the age of each writer.  
Annotate the text to point out the setting, characters, conflict, and resolution.  

 

Bank of grade levels: 3rd grade, 5th grade,  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

-What grade do you think this writer is in? ________ 
-WHY? (Explain using evidence from their writing sample). _________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

-What grade do you think this writer is in? ________ 
-WHY? (Explain using evidence from their writing sample). _________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Memoir Brainstorming 

In class, we came up with different ‘significant life events’ that you could use as inspiration to think of an experience 
for your memoir. Here are the significant events we talked about… 
 

-life/death -natural disaster -wedding -divorce -medical event 

-sporting event -injury -moving -job related (losing a 
job, getting a new job) 

-getting a new family 
member  

-trip/vacation -learned a new activity -personal 
achievement 

-meeting a friend -losing a friend 

-historical event -growing up -school (first day…) -role model -purchase 

-disappointment -nature experience (hiking, 
scuba diving) 

-receiving an award -accomplishing a goal -helping 
someone/getting help 

     

 
Pick your top 3-4 significant events that you have life experience from: 
 

    

 
Out of those 3-4 events, list 1-3 experiences for each category that stick out to you- 
 
 

Event 1:  Event 2: Event 3: Event 4: 

    

    

    



Time to narrow it down! Out of the different experiences you have listed, pick 3 experiences that you think you could 
write about with… 

● A LOT of detail! 
● Thoughts from you while you experienced it 
● Feelings you had 
● A setting that you can describe well 

 
Top 3 experiences to write about:  

   

 
Turn and talk to 2-3 partners. Explain your top 3 stories to them. As a reader, ask them which story sounds most 
interesting to them.  
 
Which story seems most interesting to the readers? ____________________________________ 
 
Time to choose the top 2 stories. For both stories, you are going to develop the main parts of a memoir. After 
developing BOTH stories, you will have to choose one to continue writing.  

Memoir Characteristics  Memoir Memory #1 Memoir Memory #2 

Big Idea   

Setting 
→ Where does it 
take place? 

  

Beginning   

Middle 
→ What is the 
problem, or the climax 
of the story? 

  

End 
→ Is there a 
resolution, or some kind 
of end to the story? 

  

Lesson 
→ Did you learn some 
kind of lesson? 

  



Draft 1 Brainstorming:  
 

BOLD BEGINNING (Introduction) 
 
Write a bold beginning. You must hook in your reader. Some possible choices include… 
-State a belief: I think everyone should play a musical instrument.  
-Repeat a single word: Keys, keys, keys. There are so many keys on the piano. 
-Share an interesting fact: Playing a musical instrument will likely improve your math skills.  
-Capture a memorable moment: My palms still sweat from when I remember my first recital.  
-Describe a sound: “Ping, ping, ping” went the tempo keeper next to me.  
-Ask the reader an interesting question: Have you ever performed in front of 100 people before? Do you know how  

  nerve wracking it is? 
-Begin the story with dialogue: “Have you practiced the piano today?” My mother nagged to for the tenth time as I  

  went to school. 
 

 
Choose your introduction. Write it. How will you capture your reader’s attention? Make it BOLD. 

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

MAGNIFICENT MIDDLE (Body) 
 
Your story needs to be told in a sequential way (in order). Tell your story bit-by-bit. Write your story only using key 
phrases for now, starting with the beginning of your story, flowing into the middle of the event (including the 
climax/problem), and keywords for the end of the story. You may not need to use all of the spaces, but MOST 
should be filled.  
 
**When it’s time to draft the story, write using YOUR voice. Imagine you’re telling the story to a close friend. 
Think CAREFULLY about your keywords/phrase below. Use them to retell your story.  
Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 



_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 



Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

Key Word/Phrase: ___________________ Details: 

_____________________________ 

 

DIALOGUE 

What kind of dialogue do you want to incorporate in your memoir? 

Who said it?  What did they say?  Beginning, middle, 
or end of your 

story? 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

THOUGHTS AND FEELINGS 

Where can you incorporate thoughts and feelings? 

What is the thought 
or feeling? 

WHAT were you thinking? 
OR 

WHY did you feel it? 

Beginning, middle, 
or end of your 

story? 



   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 
First Draft Outline! 

Use the brainstorming from the last few pages to fill in your graphic organizer.  



 

Hook: Time: 

Setting: Main Characters  

 

 

Describe how the story begins. What events build up to your 
climax or problem? 

Add in sensory details- thoughts, 
feelings, setting descriptions.  

 
 



 

Describe the most exciting part of the story. What happens? 
Include A LOT of detail! 

Add in sensory details- thoughts, 
feelings, setting descriptions.  

 

 

HOW does the story end? What happens? Add in sensory details- thoughts, 
feelings, setting descriptions.  

 

 

How does your story wrap up? Did you change? Did your perspective of someone or something 
change? Did you problem get solved? Is there a moral to your story? Why is this memory important 
to you? 



Directions for writing your first draft: 
 
Ms. Wagner has shared a google folder with you.  
 
1. Make a folder WITHIN your hour’s folder that says “ ______’s (your name) Memoir Folder” 
 
2. Open the document named “Memoir Skeleton”. Make a COPY of it and move it to YOUR memoir folder.  
 
3. Use your drafting worksheets that you recently filled in to start writing your memoir skeleton. This is considered a 
version of your first draft.  
 
→ DUE DATE FOR MEMOIR SKELETON: _______ 
 
4. Create a new document in your folder and name it “FIRST DRAFT”. Copy the text from your memoir skeleton into 
the FIRST DRAFT document. (It should not be in the table format anymore). It should now start looking like an essay. 
Prnt it when it is completed.  
 
5. After the lesson on revising, you will need to complete 2-3 revisions. The first revision is by YOURSELF, the next 
1-2 are your PEERS.  
 
→ DUE DATE FOR REVISIONS: _______ 
 
6. Create a new document in your folder and name it “SECOND DRAFT”. Copy the text from your FIRST DRAFT 
and make the necessary revisions from step 5. Print it out when it is complete.  
 
→ DUE DATE FOR 2nd DRAFT: _______ 
 
7. Revisions round 2. With different peers, you will get your SECOND DRAFT revised and edited.  
 
8. Create a new document in your folder and name it “THIRD DRAFT”. Copy the text from your SECOND DRAFT 
and make the necessary revisions from step 7. Print it out when it is complete.  
 
9. Final round of revisions. With different peers from steps 5 and 7, you will get your THIRD DRAFT revised and 
edited. This is the last time you can change your draft before writing your FINAL DRAFT.  
 
10. Create a new document in your folder and name it “FINAL DRAFT”. Copy the text from your THIRD DRAFT and 
make the necessary revisions from step 9. Make sure your final draft has the following criteria 
:  

● TOP LEFT CORNER: Your full name, the hour you have ELA class. 
 

● ENTER 2 TIMES & CENTER: Title of your story  
 

● Times New Roman font, size 12, 1.5 spaced and the following margins →  
 



Memoir Assignment Requirements: 
 
As always, I am available for extra help. If you are confused or want me to look at a piece of your memoir to see of you are 
on the right track, feel free to come and see me.  
 
FORMAT:  

● 12 pt Times New Roman font,  
● Margins: refer to the previous page 
● Length: 2-5 pages 

○ Going over or under that limit will result in significant loss of credit. (If you feel you are the exception to this 
rule, please see me.).  

● Your paper should have a title that is original and clearly conveys the main idea of your memoir (Memoir is not an 
appropriate title).  

○ Your title should NOT be italicized, underlined, in bold, in a larger/different font (size 14), or in quotation marks. It 
should be centered and placed one line after your heading. Do not use a title page. 

● The following heading should appear in the upper left corner of your first page: 
○ Your Name  
○ Your Teacher’s Name  
○ The hour your class meets (i.e. 1st hour)  
○ Due Date 

 
ASSIGNMENT:  
A memoir is an account of a personal, emotional experience that attempts to allow the reader to feel what the writer felt in 
that moment. Your task is to write your own memoir. Your story must; focus on ONE specific memory (winning the science fair, 
scoring the winning point during a basketball game, a car accident, breaking your leg, getting your first pet, etc.) Be careful not 
to ramble onto tangents. Your goal is not to describe an entire year of your life. The action in your memoir should have a 
short time span (a few hours, days, weeks, months). Keep it school appropriate, and remember that I am a mandatory reporter 
(I am required to report things such as abuse and neglect to Protective Services). Make sure the reader can empathize (feel 
your feelings) with you, can understand how you felt and experience the emotions you felt at the time you’re describing. Include 
enough details to paint a clear picture of the experience. Condense or expand your thoughts to fit within 2-5 pages. Remember 
that if you go over or under your page limit, it will result in significant loss of credit.  
 
Example of heading:  
 
Josie Samonian 
Ms. Wagner 
5th hour 
Due: November 20th, 2017 

My Trip to California  
 

I was ten years old and had never been to California. In fact, I had never been further west of the Mississippi 

River when my parents told me, my brother and my sister that we were going on our biggest vacation yet. The plan 

was to drive there – more than 2,000 miles in all – in my dad’s latest car. 



Memoir Rubric and Points 

_____/5 ROUGH DRAFT: At least 1 rough draft is included to show this has been a process that involved some / 
              revision, not a single draft. 
 
_____/5 SECOND DRAFT: At least 1 rough draft is included to show this has been a process that involved some / 
              revision, not the first draft. 
 
_____/5 HEADING: The heading of your paper meets the required formatting.  
 
_____/5 LENGTH: The length of your paper is between 2 and 5 pages typed.  
 
Criteria EXCEEDS THE 

STANDARDS 
12 POINTS 

MEETS THE 
STANDARDS 
10 POINTS 

APPROACHING 
THE STANDARDS  
7 POINTS  

BELOW THE 
STANDARDS  
5 POINTS 

INCOMPLET
E OR 
MISSING 
0 POINTS  

Focus/ 
Description 

-Narrative insightfully 
includes all aspects of the 
prompt. 
-The writer is extremely 
engaging in the narrative; 
has well established  
-Expertly introduces a 
narrator and/or character.  

   Story does not 
provide any 
evidence of 
focus or 
description. 

Organizatio
n 

-Seamless progression of 
events 
-Skillfully uses a variety of 
techniques to sequence 
events and build on details. 
-Provides a conclusion that 
clearly reflects upon the 
experience of the story.  

   Story does not 
provide any 
evidence of 
organization. 

Narrative 
Techniques 

-Skillfully uses a variety of 
narrative techniques as 
dialogue, pacing, 
reflection, multiple plot 
lines to develop 
experiences/events/ or 
characters.  

   Story does not 
provide any 
evidence of 
narrative 
techniques. 

Language      Story does not 
provide any 
evidence of 
language 
mastery.  

 
 
 


